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 Gross Domestic Product 
 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP, including volumes of “non-observed economy”) has 
been calculated on monthly basis taking into account the data on branches of economy of the 
previous year, growth rates of physical volumes of a product produced in a current period and 
price indexes. Summary data of branch statistics of the National Statistical Service of RA 
(hereinafter NSSRA) and data received from the Ministry of Finance and Economy of RA and 
the Central Bank of RA are taken into account in GDP calculation.GDP at market prices  is the 
sum of value added (GDP at basic prices) generated in the branches of economy and net taxes 
(less subsidies).  

GDP index deflator is GDP at current prices as a comparison to GDP volume at 
comparable prices of the previous year.      

    
Industry 

Volume of industrial output in value terms is measured as grand total of volumes related 
to the output produced , industrial works done and services rendered by industrial organizations 
(including independent subdivisions). Data on the valume of industrial output are given at 
current prices excluding value added and excise taxes. Output produced from the customer’s 
raw materials and materials (for which producing organization doesn’t pay) is included in the 
volume of industrial output at current prices, excluding the value of raw materials and materials, 
while at comparable prices their value is included. 

Volume of output produced by organization is measured  excluding the value of the 
internal turnover. The internal turnover of organization is considered the value of those finished 
and semi-finished products , that are used by the given organization for own needs. 

Volume index of industrial output characterizes changes in the dynamics of the volume 
of industrial output in value terms. It is calculated through the data on volume of output at 
comparable prices. Products are valued at comparable prices directly at organizations based on 
producer prices.The prices of current year are taken into account.   

Volume of realized output is the value of realized output in the reporting period, as well 
as the value of works done and services rendered irrespective of whether the payments made by 
customers have been received by organization or not. 

Production of industrial output in kind is measured, as a rule, by producing of gross 
output, that is to say including output used for own industrial needs within the organization and 
output produced from customer’s raw material. 

Output of consumer goods in value terms reflects the production of food products, 
alcohol beverages, non food products at market price of producer, excluding value added and 
excise taxes.The types of production, the great part of which  is used for population final 
consumption, belong to consumer goods. The types of production, which can be used both for 
industrial and non-industrial consumption, belong to those consumer goods, which are used for 
non-industrial consumption.Volume index of consumer goods is calculated at comparable 
prices.      
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Agriculture 
Gross agricultural output is the sum of plant-growing and husbandry output in value terms, at 
current prices of the given year. The indicator is calculated based on the statistical reports 
received from rural communities and legal persons engaged in agriculture as well as the  data 
on sample survey (7638 peasant farms). Value received from forestry,fishing and fish farming, 
and hunting are not included in gross agricultural output.     

Gross plant-growing output  includes the following in the reported year:  
- Value of grain and leguminous plants, industrial crops (oilseeds, flax, hemp, sugar beet, 

tobacco, makhorka and etc.) potato, watermelons, fruit and berries, grapes, products of 
fodder crops, seeds of agricultural crops and planting substance of perennial plants and 
etc.. 

- Value of planting and processing of perennial plants, 
-  Value of change of unfinished production of plant-growing product (expenditures on 

autumn sowing, fall-ploughing and other  works which are done in the reported year under 
the harvest of the following year). 
Gross cattle-breeding output  includes the following in the reported year:  

- Value of product from stock-raising (meat, milk, wool, egg and etc.) 
-  Value from stock-raising and poultry farming (value of birth, growth and increase in 

weight ), excluding value of realised meat, 
- Value of beekeeping product and etc.. 

Fishing and Fish Farming 
Information on fishing and fish farming is collected from legal entities and individual 

entrepreneurs engaged in hunting of fish in coastal and inland waters, marine crustaceans and 
molluscs (crayfish, lobster, shrimp, spiny lobster) and spineless animals, turtles, vipers, sea 
urchins, natural pearls, sponges and algae and other similar sea products as well as  from fish 
hatcheries engaged in works related to acclimatizing and meliorating of fish, production of 
fingerlings, crayfish, algae and other edible seaweeds.   
Construction 
        The Capital assets comprise the most important part of the National Wealth of 
Armenia.Capital assets are the buildings, constructions, machines and equipments (working and 
power machines and equipments, dimension (measuring) and regulation devices and apparatus, 
laboratory equipments, computers), transportation means and other types of capital assets.The 
capital assets also include all capital assets of organizations of the state and private sectors, as 
well as the capital assets belonged to the physical persons by proprietary right. These assets 
include dwellings, capital assets of personal subsidiary economies of the population, as well as 
of the peasant farms (buildings, perennial plantations, working and productive livestock, 
agricultural techniques).     
           The indicator on capital assets exploitation includes the value of organizations, 
buildings and constructions of production and non-production importance with completed 
construction and put into operation, as well as the value of newly exploited machines, all types 
of transport means (installed and not installed, included and excluded from the construction 
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estimates), the value of tools, property and other articles, which are registered in the capital 
assets, the value of perennial plantations (orchards,vineyards and etc.), the value of land 
irrigation and drainage, capital expenditures related to the land quality improvement and other 
expenses related to the increase of the capital assets value.  

The volume of construction covers expenses on  reconstruction, expansion and 
equipment of new construction, active industrial, agricultural, transport, commercial and other 
enterprises, expenses on reinforcement of buildings, repair, construction of churches, 
construction of dwellings and buildings of social and cultural importance, capital expenses 
related to installation of equipment of all types, purchase of tools and property and other  
construction activities.  

The volume of construction is expressed by current prices of  expenses of  the 
appropriate year. 
 The total floor space of dwelling houses comprises floor space of dwelling houses and 
living space of dormitory of hostels, retirement homes, orphan’s homes and boarding schools, 
and subsidiary space.  
    Kitchen, corridors, toilets, bathrooms, cloak rooms, storage, closets are considered 
subsidiary spaces inside the apartment. In the hostels, besides the above mentioned spaces, the 
spaces of cultural and every day and medical services are also considered subsidiary spaces. 
The verandas, lodges, long-form balconies are considered subsidiary spaces, if they are 
foreseen according to the technical and economic indicators of the project.    
Transport 

Transport containes modes of general purpose and non-general purpose transport. 
General purpose transport implements freights transportations of branches of economy 

and population as well as passenger transportations by public routes.  
Non-general purpose transport implements freights transportations of the given 

organization (for road transport by road transport means, for railway transport by non-public 
access ways), as well as transportations of employees of the given organization by road 
transport (intra-economic and service transport).  

The main indicators of general purpose transport are: volume of freight 
transportations (tonne), freight turnover (tonne-km), volume of passenger transportations 
(passenger) and passenger turnover (passenger-km).  

Volume of freight transportations covers an actual number of transported freights, 
taking into account the weight of package or container. 

Freight turnover (in tonne-km) is calculated by summing up of products of each 
consignment weight in tonnes by the distance of its transportation in kilometres.                        

Volume of passenger transportations covers the number of actually transported 
passengers (including passengers enjoyingthe rights to free travel).  

Passenger turnover (passenger-km) is calculated by summing up of products of 
number of transported passengers by the average distance of transportation of one passenger.  
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Volumes of passenger transportations (number of transported passengers) by road 
transport and passenger turnover is determined according to separate ways of communication 
such as: intra-town, intra-marz, intermarz and interstate.  
 
Communication 

Communication sphere includes: 
 Post and courier activities 

- removing, sorting, distribution, storing and delivery of mail, parcels, postal wrappers by 
national post offices and public letter-boxes, 

- leasing of letter-boxes and processing of poste restante correspondence, 
- sale of stamps, post cards and envelopes, 
- dissemination of periodicals on an agreement basis, 
- special communication and government messenger, 
- removing, replacing and delivery of letters, parcels, postal wrappers by other 

organizations except national post offices, 
Telecommunication services (transmission and acceptance of sound, sign, signal, 

written text, image through wire, cablе, optical, magnetic and other electromagnetic systems ) 
- television and radio program broadcast, 
- telephone,  
- telegram,  
- data transmission, 
- telematic(telefax, teletext, telex), 
- mobile,  
- technical service of telecommunication networks. 
 

Consumer Market 
 
Trade turnover includes retail trade turnover, wholesale trade turnover and motor 

vehicle trade. 
Retail trade turnover is the sale of consumer commodities for final consumption or for 

household use in value terms excluding value added and other similar (indirect) taxes. The 
indicator of retail trade turnover is formed on the basis of trade turnover  in shops, kiosks, 
consumer goods markets, markets of agricultural products and in other units of trade.    

Wholesail trade is that type (activity) of trade, when the purchaser buys goods for the 
purpose of further resale or professional use (treatment and further sale). 

Motor vehicle trade includes both sale of motor vehicles, related parts and accessories, 
and maintenance and repair of motor vehicles via specialized units of trade. 

The volume of services reflects the volume of various types of rendered services and it is 
registered for the period during which the services are rendered irrespective of payment 
excluding value added and other similar (indirect) taxes.  
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The indicator on volume of services is formed from the following services: hotels and 
restaraunts, transport, activity of travel agencies, communication, communal, social, personal 
services, repair of household and personal goods, real estate activities, financial activity, renting 
of automobiles, machinery and equipment, and of personal and household goods, computer and 
related activities, research and development, education, health, social and other services.   
Prices 

Consumer price index (CPI ) characterizes changes both over the time and the space in 
the value of actual fixed quantity of goods purchased for population’s personal consumption 
and services.  

For calculation of CPI monthly consumer price (tariff) monitoring is conducted 
according to the determined methodology in Yerevan city and 10 marzes of the republic (in 
Ararat marz since February, 2004).  

Price monitoring by marzes is conducted in the following settlements: 
     Marz                              Settlement 
Aragatsotn                           Talin       
Armavir                                Vagharshapat 
Gegharkunik                        Martuni 
Lori                                      Vanadzor 
Kotayk                                 Hrazdan, Charentsavan 
Shirak                                  Gyumri 
Syunik                                 Kapan 
Vayots Dzor                        Yeghegnadzor 
Tavush                                 Dilijan 
Ararat                                  Artashat 

 The following order has been established for price monitoring: 
Monitoring of prices of consumer goods for 470 commodity items(560 representatives)  

and tariffs for services rendered to population (prices are observed three times for each month 
on nearest days to 1st, 10th and 20th of the given month) is conducted on monthly basis in every 
observed settlement. 9-12 trade (service) outlets are observed for each commodity item or 
service. For calculation of consumer price index only, each month up to 36 prices for 
commodity item are observed in each settlement. In general, every month NSS RA records and 
processes about 245000 price information on republican level. 

Average monthly price is calculated by commodity items and by observed settlements on 
the basis of recorded prices. Average prices for each commodity (service) items in the given 
region are computed based on the observed data and submitted to the Price Statistics and 
International Comparison Division of NSSRA on the 10-day or monthly basis, where consumer 
price index is calculated according to the methodology previously developed together with IMF 
experts. Consumer price index is calculated by Laspeyres formula with fixed weights, i.e net 
price index is calculated.  

The level of average prices or price index of the republic is determined as weighted 
average of  price levels or price indexes of selected marzes.  
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The specific weights of marzes covered by the survey and Yerevan city are calculated 
based on their weights in the volumes of  population number, total goods turnover and services 
rendered to population.  

Representative sampling of consumer goods and services has been designed based on the 
expenditure structure made by households for forming consumer basket and computing 
weights.  

Owing to significant changes in the expenditure structure, weights of representative 
commodities (service) included in the consumer basket used for the consumer price index were 
periodically  recalculated taking as a base the data on Household Living Standards Survey.   

The weights used for calculations of 2006 consumer price index are based on the data of 
expenditures made by households from March 2004 up to April 2005, verified by average 
annual prices of 2005. 

In connection with the  subscription of the Republic of Armenia to the International 
Monetary Fund’s (IMF) Special Data Dissemination  Standard (SDDS), in the Republic of 
Armenia since 2004, the year of 2002 has been accepted as a base year for calculation of 
consumer  price index, and since 2006- the year of 2005.  

December of the previous year was accepted as a base year for each year in previous 
years and recalculation of consumer basket was made taking into account survey results on 
expenditures made for household consumption. 

Following the recommendation of the IMF’s Statistics Department, that is also the 
requirement of the above-mentioned standard, fixed basket for at least 3-5 years is taken as a 
basis for price index calculation, thus ensuring comparisons within a medium-term interval.  

Consumer price index in the Republic of Armenia is calculated in comparison with 
different periods: previous month, December of the previous year, corresponding period of the 
previous year (on a cumulative basis) and corresponding month of the previous year and base 
year.  

 
The following version of Laspeyres formula is used for calculation of CPI in the 

Republic of Armenia: 
                Pnj   

                                                                                                ∑  ---------    X Pn-1,j Qûj                                                                     
                                                                    Pn-1,j 

I ûn = -------------------------------------------------    X 100 

                                                        ∑  Pûj Qûj 
 
                                                 P1j            P2j                            Pn-1,j 
Where:    Pn-1,j Qûj = Pûj Qûj X  -----------   X ----------- X …… X ----------- 

 
                                                P0j        P1j                            Pn-2,j 
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RA Producers’ price index for industrial product (PPI) characterizes price changes 
over the time for the product produced by industrial organizations (excluding value added and 
excise taxes).  

Monitoring of change in prices for industrial product is based on the sample of industrial 
basic organization. Prices are registered by the definite list of goods, which includes more 
representative product close by main qualitative parameters, raw materials used and 
technological processes of production. For consecutive and interconnected calculations of price 
indexes  by sectors and sub-sectors of industry the value data on industrial production for  a 
basis period are used as weighting base. 

In connection with the  subscription of the Republic of Armenia to the International 
Monetary Fund’s Special Data Dissemination  Standard, in the Republic of Armenia since 
January, 2004 Laspeyres formula has been used to compute producer’s price index for 
industrial product in comparison with base year (2002), previous month, December of the 
previous year, corresponding period of the previous year (on a cumulative basis) and 
corresponding month of the previous year.  

 Sale price index for agricultural product producer measures price changes for the 
products sold by the agricultural product producer through different directions both over the 
time and space. It is calculated through aggregation method of prices for 61 named agricultural 
products sold by the 7600 peasant farms, by the plant-growing and cattle-breeding products and 
by marzes of the republic. Each of them represents the weighted value of indexes for the certain 
types of commodity, which are included in homogeneous commodity group.The volume of 
product sold in the reporting month is used as a weighting base of individual indexes.      

Procurement price index for agricultural production means characterizes dynamics of 
change in procurement prices for production means in the reference period as compared to the 
base one.It is calculated based on the survey results on procurement prices for 92 named 
production means acquired by the 7600 peasant and collective farms.  

Freight tariff index characterizes  changes in tariffs by several types of transport over 
the time. It is aggregated through the tariff indexes calculated for freight transportation  by 4 
types of transport operating in the republic such as: road, railway, air and pipeline, which 
determines the dynamics of freight transportation tariffs by seperate types of transport in the 
current period in comparison with the base period, irrespective of the changes in the structure of 
transported cargo (type of cargo, size of delivery, speed of delivery and etc.).Tariffs for 
representative services which determine delivery per unit (tones, cubic meters) of the most 
often transported goods for an actual distance (by defined route) are registered for each type of 
transport (road, railway, air and pipeline). Data on revenues of transport enterprises from 
rendering services for freight transportation during a certain base period (mainly previous year) 
are used as a weighting base.  

Foreign trade price or unit value index measures change in export and import value at 
the expense of change in prices of external trade in goods under the conditions of unchangeable, 
fixed physical volume.  Customs records on import and export serve as an original source of 
data for calculation of foreign trade price index. To ensure the derived data confidentiality a 
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special database is developed for further calculation of foreign trade (import, export) price 
index. Homogeneous goods are used for the calculations, which are: 

- coded according to the Commodity Nomenclature of Foreign Economic Activities for 
the CIS countries classification’s 8-digit codes, 

- classified by: 
      commodity subgroups, 
 commodity groups, 
 commodity divisions, 

- include data on quantity and value of commodity and information on country exporting 
or importing the given goods. 
Foreign trade price index is calculated in 3 directions: 

 “by all countries”, 
 “by CIS countries”, 
 “by non CIS countries” 

Laspeyres average value index formula is used for calculation of the foreign trade price 
index. It allows to compare the current period with the base period. Price of unit value is 
weighted by trade flows of the base period, which considerably can be fluctuated year by year, 
loose up-to-dateness and promote the artificial growth of price indexes. Therefore, in the sphere 
like foreign trade it is advisable to take the previous year as a base period.  

In the directions “by CIS countries” and “by non CIS countries” average value (price) of 
import (export) of separate commodity items is calculated for both current quarter and base year. 

         where   
               Pi  - average value of the i-th commodity item, 
              Vi  - volume of the i-th commodity item in sum expression,  
              Qi  - quantity of the i-th commodity item 
 

Using the percent changes aggregation method, average value indexes of commodity 
subgroups, groups and divisions, as well as import and export price summary indexes “by CIS 
countries” and “by non CIS countries” are calculated based on the indexes of commodity items:  
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                 IE - average value index of each commodity subgroup, 
                 Pit - average value (price) of i-th commodity in current quarter, 
                 PI o-- basis price (average value) of i-th commodity,   
                 Wi o -- specific weight of i-th commodity in base period. 
 

Series of the calculated foreign trade average value indexes could be strictly irregular due 
to sharp fluctuations of prices of some commodity items. In order to avoid such big price 
deviations, leveling method of upper and lower permissible margins of indexes’ series is used 
through applying marginal coefficients that enable to ensure the necessary precession ratio of 
price change, excluding incomparable data and possible errors for each year. 

Upper and lower permissible margins of index are determined through the mean square 
deviation of prices of some commodity items and variation ratios calculated based on them.  

Methodology of foreign trade price index calculation corresponds to the international 
standards, follows the IMF recommendations and is considered one of the preferable versions 
recommended by IMF.        

 

Labour 
Average monthly nominal wages/salaries are calculated as ratio of total remuneration of 

labour and other equal payments (including awards and compensations) (both monetary and in 
kind) to the average payroll number of employees and to the number of months of reference 
period.  

Real wages/salaries characterize volume of goods and services, which is possible to buy 
with wages/salaries of the reference period compared to base period prices. The indicator is 
calculated as ratio of the nominal wages/salaries of the reference period to the consumer price 
index of the same period.    

The index of real wages/salaries is calculated as ratio of the nominal wages/salaries 
index to the consumer price index of the same period.    

Labour resources are the sum of economically active and inactive population, i.e. they 
include that part of population of the republic, which is actually employed in the economy or not 
employed, but is able to work according to age and health conditions.      

Labour resources are formed from: 
1. able-bodied population at working age (i.e. population at working age excluding not 

working disabled of  I and II disability group and those not working citizens who get privileged 
pension) 

2. up to 16 years old adolescents  
3. employed pensioners older than the established working age.  

Economically inactive population includes people of working age in particular: 
1. full time students in the day shift  
2. persons engaged in housekeeping 
3. those taking care  of children or sick relatives 
4. people who do not work for various reasons and do not search for a job (pensioners at 

working age (those getting privileged, disability pensions) those getting income from the use 
of property and etc.)   
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           Number of economically active population is the sum of employed and officially 
registered unemployed population. 

Employed in the economy are considered to be wage-earners                       
who receive monetary or in kind compensation as wage/salary (irrespective whether the work is 
permanent, temporary, seasonal, occasional or one-off) as well as non wage-earners who receive 
income with or without hiring workers, those who are not at work for some reasons, family 
unpaid workers.  

Calculation of number of employed population in the economy on quarterly basis is made 
according to the following sources: 

• data on state statistical reports on average number of employees in organizations and 
sample survey of small organizations of private sector, 

• statistical data of agriculture on number of peasant farms, 
• state register’s data on individual entrepreneurs, 
• data on hidden employed received by the sample survey on labour force. 
Calculation of employed in the peasant farms included in the number of employed was 

implemented taking into account the number of peasant farms existing in the territory of the 
republic, number of employed in per peasant farm based on the results of statistical report form 
N-9 “On Sex and Age Groups of Rural Poulation”. The calculations were implemented by 
marzes.  

Those employed in the economy are classified into wage-earners and non wage-
earners according to their status.  

People who work on the contract basis signed with the employer, were hired to work 
based on an order or certain written or verbal agreement and receive monetary or in kind 
compensation as wage and salary are considered to be wage-earners.  

Non wage-earners are people who employ themselves: they are employers, self-
employed, unpaid family members. 

Hidden employed are the wage-earners who work with a verbal agreement with the 
employer (without a contract, order or other documents defined by the legislation) and also 
employers and self-employed who perform unregistered economic activity.  

Job seekers are employable people at the age of 16 according to labour legislation of the 
Republic of Armenia, who, irrespective of the circumstance of being employed, applied to state 
employment service for job placement. 

The unemployed registered in the state employment service are job seeking able-bodied 
and employable people, who do not have a job and do not receive pensions defined by RA 
legislation (excluding loss of bread-winner pensions) were registered in the state employment 
service for job placement, were ready to set to suitable work and got status of unemployed.   
According to International Labour Organization (ILO) standards the definition unemployed 
are people (according to the national legislation at the age of  16 and older) who in the 
observation period:   
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• have no job or profitable occupation 
• were searching for a job, that is they have applied to state employment service, or 

were searching a job through  their relatives, friends, announcements or any other  
source  

• were ready to start for work immediately. 
The duration of unemployment (job search duration) is the period when the citizen is 

searching for a job.  
The average duration of unemployment (job search duration) is calculated as average 

weighted sum of unemployed. 
Unemployment rate is the share of the unemployed among total number of economically 

active population. 
The labour force demand announced by the organization or employer is the number of 

vacancies (demanded employees) about which the organization or employer informs the state 
employment service.    

Workload per vacant position is calculated as the relation of the number of citizens not 
having jobs and registered in the state employment service and the amount of vacant positions 
informed by the employers to the same service.  

 
Money Incomes and Expenditures of Population 
   Money incomes of population include wages/salaries of hired employees, enterpreneurial 
incomes, pensions, benefits, scholarships and other social transfers, incomes from sale of 
currency, property incomes in the form of  interests on deposits, securities, dividents and other 
incomes. 
   Money expenditures of population include expenses for purchasing goods and services, 
compulsory payments and voluntary contributions (taxes and duties, insurance payments, 
contributions to the public organizations, interests on credit and etc.) as well as growth 
(decrease) of savings in securities and deposits, purchase of currency and other expenses.     
 
Finance and Money Turnover 

Budgetary system of the Republic of Armenia consists of state and municipal budgets. 
State and municipal budgets are financial programs of funds formation and spending for 

a certain period for implementation of authorities delegated to state and local self-government 
bodies by the Constitution and laws.   

Budgets are formed and implemented according to unified classification of revenues and 
expenditures of budgets.  

 
Budget classification has the following structure: 
a) revenues and official transfers of budgets, 
b)  expenditures of  budgets, 
c)  financing sources of state budget deficit, 
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Sources of budget revenues are classified into: 
a) tax incomes,  
b) duties (government, local), 
c) non-tax incomes, 
d) incomes from capital transactions, 

      e) receipts from official transfers, 
Budget expenditures are classified according to: 

- functional classification of state government and self-government bodies, 
- economic contents (economic classification) of  expenditures. 
State budget deficit is the value of expenditures exceeding to revenues. 
Financing sources of state budget deficit are borrowed funds received from internal and 

external sources:  
a) internal sources,  
           including 
- funds from  RA Central Bank (CB RA), 
- funds from  RA commercial banks, 
- state securities, 
- receipts from privatization of state organizations and unfinished construction units 
- other internal sources, 
 
b) external sources,   
                    including 
- funds from international organizations, 
- funds from foreign countries, 
- other external sources.  
Monetary base includes currency outside CB RA, compulsory reserves of commercial 

banks and deposits of non-banking organizations in CB RA (excluding deposits of government). 
Monetary base is also equal to total sum of net foreign assets and net domestic assets of CB RA.  

Money supply includes cash in circulation and all dram and foreign exchange deposits of 
resident economy (population, enterprises and non-government organizations ) in the banking 
system.  

Demand deposits are the funds reserved by banks and subject to withdrawal for any 
transaction.    

Term deposits are the deposits with a fixed period in banks.  
Provision of crediting is the balance of loans extended to the economy by banking 

system.Crediting is divided into short-term (alloted for a period less than a year) and long-term 
(more than a year).  
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Balance of Payment 
RA Balance of Payment is a statistical report, in which the overall data concerning the 

foreign economic operations of the Republic of Armenia with the other countries and 
international organizations are represented in systematic form for reporting period (quarter, 
year). The economic operations between RA residents1 and non-residents are implemented in the 
form of goods and services, income flows, current transfers as well as in the form of financial 
needs and liabilities.  
           Balance of payment consists of two main accounts: current account and capital and 
financial account. The operations related to the goods, services, incomes and current transfers 
are registered  in the current account, whereas in the capital and financial account the flows of 
financial assets and liabilities as well as capital transfers are registered.  

To ensure comparability on commodities, the export and import volumes of commodity 
article of balance of payment are presented in F.O.B. prices (excluding transportation and 
insurance costs). According to methodology, the rest of current account in absolute terms should 
be equal to the rest of financial account, however, in reality discrepancies are always 
unavoidable, which in international practice is considered to be called the article of “net errors 
and omissions”.    

Financial account consists of four articles: foreign direct investments, portfolio 
investments, other investments and reserve assets.In balance of payment foreign investments are 
presented with net basis, that is to say foreign investment flows excluding payments (in case of 
direct investments-interfirm movement as well). Foreign investments reflected in balance of 
payment include both investments made in real sector and investments made through banking 
system (including CB of RA) and public administration system. 

 Foreign investment is any kind of property (including financial assets and                   
intellectual values (intangible assets)) which is invested by foreign investor directly  in RA 
territory in the sphere of entrepreneurship or in the sphere of other activity with the purpose of  
getting profit (income) or achieving other useful result.  

Direct investment is a cross-border investment made by foreign direct investors, who aim 
at exerting lasting influence on activity of legal entity by direct investment . Direct investor is a 
non resident unit and related or cooperating with it non resident organization (company), which 
holds an interest of at least 10% in equity capital of RA non resident unit. Direct investments are 
in the form of equity capital, reinvested profits and other capital. 

Portfolio investment is a  capital investment made by foreign investors, that enables to 
have limited influence on organization by foreign investment and get certain profit, which is 
regulated by an agreement signed between the sides. Portfolio investments are in the form of  
securities of the capital mainly equities (issued by joint-stock companies) and debt securities. 

 

                                                           
1 According to balance of payment methodology of International Monetary Fund, the resident of RA can be considered any natural person, 
household, legal entity or any other organization acting on the territory of RA, the permanent place of being of which (for natural persons the 
place of residence) or the center of economic interests is the Republic of Armenia.  
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 Other investment is that part of investments, which includes all kinds of financial 
transactions that  have not been included in foreign and portfolio investments. Other investments 
are in the form of money and commercial loans (except  the received from its directly investing 
organization, which is direct investment), deposits and etc.  
 
International Investment Position 
          The international investment position of RA (IIP RA) is a statistical report reflecting the 
financial assets and liabilities level of the country  at the beginning and end of a period. At the 
same time the report represents all the changes occurred due to financial transactions, prices, 
exchange rate and other adjustments in the reference period.  
        IIP RA is closely linked to the RA balance of payment. All transactions connected with 
foreign assets and liabilities are recorded in the RA BOP financial account.Certainly, these 
transactions impact upon stocks of foreign assets and liabilities reflected in IIP. At the same time 
there are also other factors (price changes, exchange rate changes), which bring to changes in 
value of assets and liabilities over the period. Those changes are also reflected in IIP. IIP RA 
refelects external  financial assets and liabilities level of the economy and RA BOP financial 
account – transactions connected with those assets and liabilities (the flows in concrete period).          

Foreign Trade 
The customs declarations, data on trade made by natural persons that are received from 

the State Customs Committee under RA Government, as well as data on import of natural gas 
and export and import of electricity  receceived from RA Ministry of  Energy are the basis for 
calculation  of foreign trade indicators (foreign trade turnover, export, import, trade balance).   

Export. It is the exporting of goods to other countries for free turnover and active 
processing. Export volume includes commodities of both domestic production and reexported 
goods of foreign production. The values of exported goods were calculated  on F.O.B up to RA 
border.   

Import. It is the importing of goods from other countries for free turnover inside the 
republic and active processing, or for processing under the customs supervision. Import volume 
includes commodities of foreign production, that are imported for consumption and reexport. 
The values of imported goods were calculated  in C.I.F. (including insurance and transportation 
costs) up to RA border.   

  External trade turnover. It is the sum of export and import volumes. 
External trade balance. It is the difference of export (F.O.B) and import (C.I.F) volumes.  
Applying system. For external trade statistics, the general system of external trade is 

applied when the statistical territory coincides with the economic territory. 

Partner country. For exports, the trading partner is the country of destination (final) of 
the goods and for imports, the trading partner is the country of origin or production or 
consignment.  
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External Debt  
Gross external debt at any given time, is the amount of those actual current, and not 

contingent, liabilities that require payments of principal and (or) interest by the debtor at some 
points in the future and that are owed to nonresidents by residents.   

External debt as a rule arises based on the contract relations, according to which one 
structural unit /debtor/ takes liabilities with respect to another structural unit  /creditor/ to repay 
the main amount by interests or without interests or to pay interests without repaying of the main 
amount. 

Debt tools: external debt tools are debt securities, loans, trade loan, cash financial means, 
and deposits as well as inter-firm movement (loans, trade loans, borrowings) as a component of 
foreign direct investments.  

Financial derivatives of financial tools, securities of capital share, as well as equity capital 
and reinvested profit (income) as a component of foreign direct investments are not considered 
debt tools. 

External debt is calculated by economy sectors that according to the external debt 
methodology are classified into: 1) state government bodies, 2) money-credit regulation bodies 
and 4) other sectors. Moreover, by guarantees of the RA Government and RA Central Bank, 
loans received by organizations of the private sector have been  included in the debt indicator  of 
economy “other sector” according to the external debt methodology.  

External debt indicator includes not only main amount, but also calculated as of the end of 
the period, but not paid percentage payments.  

Demography 
De jure population is the population covering permanent residents, including those 

temporarily absent (up to 1 year).  
Natural movement of population is the universe of births and deaths, i.e. natural change 

in number of population. Marriages and divorces also relate to the indicators of natural 
movement of population, which don’t have direct influence on number of population, but they 
are calculated in the same way.   

The data on births, deaths, marriages and divorces on monthly basis are derived based 
on information recorded in the certificates on births, deaths, marriages and divorces compiled by 
the territorial divisions of civilian registrar’s agency of RA Ministry of Justice. Only livebirths 
are included in the number of births. 

Moreover, since October 16, 2005 the definitions of  WHO “ On Livebirth, Stillbirth and 
Perinatal Period” had put in force in accordance with 10th Revision of the International 
Classification of Diseases of World Health Organization (RA Government decree N 949, June 
16, 2005): 

Livebirth is the complete expulsion or extraction of its mother’s  body of  a product of 
conception, irrespective of the duration of pregnancy, which after such separation, breathes or 
shows any other evidence of life such as heartbeat, umbilical cord pulsation, or definite 
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movement of voluntary muscles, whether the umbilical cord has been cut and/or the placenta is 
separated. Each product of such a birth is considered live born.        

All cases of livebirth with a birth weight of 500g. and over are subject to registration in 
the territorial divisions of civilian registrar’s agency.  

Perinatal period commences at 22 weeks (154 days) of gestation  when birth weight is 
normally 500g. and ends seven completed days (168 hours) after birth. 

The sources of the data on causes of death is the records on disease, fatal accident, 
assassination, suicide and other causes of death completed in the medical certificates of death by 
the physician. The above mentioned documents together with the Certificates on death  are 
provided to the statistical offices for statistical processing.Since 2004 Certificates on death by 
the causes of death  have been compiled based on the 10th Revision of the International 
Classification of Diseases of World Health Organization . 

Crude birth and death rates registered correspondingly in the reported period, are 
calculated as ratios of births (livebirths) and death events in the reported period to the average 
number of de jure population, per 1000 population.  

Natural growth rate is the difference between crude rates of birth and death. 
Crude rates of marriage and divorce registered correspondingly in the reported period, 

are calculated as ratios of number of registered marriages and divorces in the given period to the 
average number of de jure population, per 1000 population.  

 Calculations of all rates are implemented coinciding them to the equivalent calculation 
of the year. 

Infant mortality rate is the ratio of the number of children died in the first year of life to 
the number of livebirths  of the same period on quarterly basis. On  annual basis it is calculated 
(in the result of automatic data processing) as a sum of two components. The first is the ratio of 
the number of children died in the first year of life out of those born in the given year (for which 
the rate is calculated) to the total number of livebirths of the same year, and the second is is the 
ratio of the number of children died in the first year of life out of those born in the previous year 
to the total number of livebirths of the previous year. It is calculated per 1000 livebirths.    

 Child mortality rate (up to 5 years old ) is the ratio of the number of children died at the 
age of 0-5 to the number of livebirths in the reporting period. It is calculated per 1000 livebirths. 

 Maternal mortality rate is the ratio of the number of registered deaths related to 
complications originating in pregnancy, delivery and postpartum period to the number of 
livebirths in the reporting period. It is calculated per 100 000 livebirths.     

Health 
Infectious and contagious diseases. Toxic-infectious diseases include other salmonella 

infections caused by different serotype of salmonellosis (salmonella gastroenteritis and 
generalized forms of salmonellosis). 

Enteritis, colitis, gastroenteritis with established bacterial pathogens, enteritis caused by 
adenoviruses and enteroviruses as well as other virus enteritis include enteritis, colitis, 
gastroenteritis food toxicoinfections caused by established pathogens.  

 Seropositive. Two of tests for HIV by immune-enzime analysis were positive. 
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Nature Protection 
Payment for environmental protection is an obligatory payment to the state budget for 

funds formation necessary for implementation  of environmental protection activities. 
Payment for environment use is a payment to the state budget for use of nature resources 

aimed at effective and complex use of those resources, which are considered as state property, as 
well as at creation of equal economic conditions for users of different quality nature resources. 
 “Extensively strong”environmental pollution for ambient air is the exceeding of the 
maximum permissible concentration (MPC): 
- 20 – 29 times, if the level is kept for more than 2 days, 
- 30 – 49 times, if the level is kept for more than 8 hours, 
- 50 and more times. 

 “Extensively strong”environmental pollution for surface water is the exceeding of the 
maximum permissible concentration 100 and more times (for those substances, which should be 
absolutely absent in water, MPC is taken 0.01mkg./dm3),  
- reducing of dissolved oxygen content up to 2 mg./dm3 and low, 
- 5-day biochemical oxygen demand (BOD5) content is 60mg. O2/dm3  and more,  
- strengthening of the smell of water up to 4 grades and more that is not typical of the given 

place, 
- presence of any scum (of petroleum, oil and other origin) with more than 1/3 space in the 

visible horizon 6 km2 distance,  
- entire destruction of molluscs, fishes, frogs and other water organisms and water plants. 

“Strong”environmental pollution for ambient air is the exceeding of the MPC of 
determined combination content 10 and more times. 

“Strong”environmental pollution for surface water is: 
- exceeding of the MPC from 10 to 100 times (for mineral oil, phenols and copper ions – 

from 30 to 100 times), 
- BOD5 concentration content from 15 to 60 mg. O2/dm3 , 
- reducing of dissolved oxygen content from 3 to 2 mg./dm3, 
- presence of a scum (of petroleum, oil and other origin) with space from 1/4 to1/3 of water 

surface in the visible horizon 6 km2 distance,  
- presence of a scum with space from 1 to 2 km2 of water surface in the visible horizon 6 km2 

distance. 


